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color; the third element which involved enhancing reflections to the
motorcycle and the helmet that the biker was wearing; and an independent
fourth element consisting of the clouds and the sky which were shot and
tracked to match the movement of the entire shot and also re-graded in
Inferno to achieve a silvery tone.
SHOOT: How did you achieve that futuristic look for the city?
Murphy: During the shoot we took measurements of the camera position
and angle, film stock and the camera speed during filming and then
searched throughout Los Angeles to find more idealistic buildings to replace
the ones we originally used. We reproduced the entire set-up of the first
day's shoot in an entirely different environment. Lighting was a big element
so we waited for the best time of the day so the lighting on all the elements
was seamless. We were going for a metallic feel so the palate of colors we
used ranged from dark blue to gray with hints of baby blue. Most of this was
achieved in color correction and through manipulation of the sky
replacement. The look we were after was that of a hyper-real, idealistic Los
Angeles, prompting the viewer to question whether the city actually existed.
SHOOT: What was the most challenging shot?
Murphy: We had the camera mounted onto the back of the motorbike and it
was swinging from left to right and at times we were shooting from a 90degree angle. This frenetic movement made it quite difficult to track the
environment as we needed to marry the sky plates and the re-grade of the
bike. During the telecine process the highlights burnt through actual footage
of the buildings, which caused problems when we were rebuilding the sky
elements. So we had to rebuild the face of the buildings and then put the
clouds behind that. We transferred the major scenes at high resolution
(2048x1556 instead of the usual NTSC standard), which made it easier to
do the more detailed work. For example, the Capital Records building was
reconstructed in the Inferno because from the angle of the shot there was a
building sitting in front of it and we wanted the final result to look as clean as
possible.
SHOOT: How soon did you get involved?
Murphy: I was involved from the preproduction stage, which was two
months before the shoot. We were on set for two weeks on the streets of
Los Angeles and in the surrounding canyons. We also shot on a runway. All
the decisions about the post process were made early on so by the time we
got to post I knew exactly what the agency and director wanted and how I
could enhance each scene. The whole process was a lot of fun-it was like
boys playing with toys.
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With Saving Grace, Nigel Cole Lives The High Life
By Elizabeth Michaelson, SHOOT reporter
Nigel Cole has directed spots, wildlife documentaries
and television shows, but he's currently riding, er, high
on the success of his feature film debut, Saving Grace.
Saving Grace stars Brenda Blethyn, the Oscar nominee
(and Cannes Best Actress winner) for the 1996 film
Secrets and Lies. Blethyn plays Grace, an
impoverished widow who abandons flower gardening
and starts cultivating marijuana in an attempt to raise enough cash to keep
her home. Luckily, Grace happens to be "the world's best gardener"according to her dope-smoking partner-in-crime, Matthew-played by Craig
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Ferguson.
The film, which was sold to Fine Line for $4 million at the Sundance Film
Festival, has been a hit with audiences. Saving Grace has made almost $10
million, said Cole, who freely revealed the secret of his success in lowbudget filmmaking: "Set them [films] in places where you get a lot of free
scenery," offered Cole helpfully. Saving Grace follows this tenet; it takes
place in a fishing village on England's scenic south coast. "You don't have to
build great sets or have fancy camerawork when you have that kind of
scenery."
Cole started in the industry in the early '80s as a runner at the now defunct
production company Burrow & Hall. After about six years he became a
director, working at companies such as Sid Roberson & Partners (now
Roberson Films), and the now defunct companies MGMM and his own
Rawi, MacCartney, Cole.
In '97, Cole took a three-year break from spots to concentrate on television
work. He first heard about Saving Grace about two years ago. "My agent
rang me up and said it was a film in which Brenda Blethyn becomes a drug
dealer. I thought, That sounds like a funny film.'"
Cole had recently gained some renown with the British television series Cold
Feet ('98), a comedy/drama about three couples. "It was a big Hit, and that
got me the film. The producers were looking for a director, and they felt that
Cold Feet had a mixture of comedy and drama similar to that of Saving
Grace."
However, at first the producers (co-screenwriters Mark Crowdy and
Ferguson, and Torsten Leschly; executive producers are Xavier Marchand
and Cat Villiers) were wary: "They didn't want a first-time director, but my
agency persuaded them to take a meeting with me, and we got on really
well."
3

Cole pointed out, "I'd had other films offered to me, but I hadn't liked the
scripts. If you're a first-time director it's not that you don't get offered any
films; it's that you're offered very bad ones. And the trick is to find one that
everyone thinks is bad, so that they're not going to famous directors!"
Blethyn was attached to the project, but the rest of the cast was not, so Cole
set out to find "as many great faces-great English character faces-as we
could. I wanted to make it feel like an old-fashioned British comedy." Cole
recruited comedians Leslie Phillips, a veteran of the campy Carry On series,
and Martin Clunes, best known for his role as loopy bachelor Gary in the
British sitcom Men Behaving Badly. The cast also boasts classical actress
Phyllida Law as the drug-addled tea drinker Margaret.
Despite his famous cast, Cole didn't anticipate any great success: "We
thought it was a little British film that wouldn't be seen outside of Britain for
most of its life," he admitted. "But suddenly we'll have done $10 million by
this weekend. Which is extraordinary-it's like two million people have seen
my film in the States! We're showing on 875 screens-l can't believe there
are 875 prints of my film!"
The film's success is partially attributable to a national trait, apparently: "It's
one of our more successful exports, our sense of humor," announced Cole.
Dramas don't fare so well: "We make quite a lot of films here, but a lot of
them don't do any business at all and don't get released in the States." To
wit, "There've been a string of British gangster films that really haven't done
very well at all. We can't compete in making violent, edgy films. It looks
natural when an American is wielding a gun; it looks stupid when an
Englishman's got a gun!" said Cole.
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The director actually hadn't considered going back to spots until Saving
Grace's success at the Sundance Festival, where the film won an audience
award. "I thought, 'If Saving Grace is going to turn out to be a success, then
I must be careful with what I do next,'" Cole explained." 'I mustn't run into
another film or go back and do television.'" Nonetheless, "I wanted to keep
shooting and keep working. After three or four years off, I was really hungry
to do commercials again."
Cole soon signed with West End Central, London, for European
representation, and is repped in the U.S. by the company's affiliate Gotham
Central, New York. The choice of production company was obvious, said
Cole: "I've known [executive producer] Greg Mills for years. I used to work
with him at Sid Roberson. I did some of my best shoots with Greg, and we
always wanted to work together again."
Although Cole hasn't made any commercials lately, his lack of current spot
credits shouldn't hinder his career. Cole's reel includes footage from In the
Wild, the documentary series he's been shooting for the past five years. In
one episode, actress Julia Roberts shares the screen with some
orangutans; in another, she travels to Mongolia. "The film is about Julia
going to live with a family of nomadic sheepherders," Cole offered. "We
[Cole's four-person crew, Cole and Roberts] went and lived in a tent for four
weeks in Mongolia. We lived the life of medieval nomadic sheepherders, •
which was an experience for all of us!"
Cole is currently fielding lots of offers, and his next project will probably be
an American comedy. But he also appreciates that Britain, or an American
view of it, has contributed to Saving Grace's success here: "There's been a
long tradition of these films about small, rural communities working together;
I think that is the Britain that people like to see. Those always do well,
ensemble films about communities." Saving Grace is no different: "It's a
joke that everyone seems to get It just shows how many pot smokers there
are," Cole laughed.
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